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ABSTRACT

Advances in information technology are increasing the use of chatbots for conversation in university academic services. Chatbot conversations are integrated with the activities of lecturers, students and staff to manage academic schedules. The background of this research is due to the difficulties of lecturers in managing activity schedules and answering questions that come from D3 Informatics Engineering study program students effectively and efficiently. This shows that having chatbot reminder and assistant applications will be very useful for study programs. The purpose of this research is to develop a bot and chatbot application that can help lecturers and students at Diploma 3 Informatics Engineering in managing activity schedules and answering questions related to study programs. The research method used is the Waterfall system development method, which is a type of System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). This method follows the sequential stages of system development starting from requirements analysis, system design, implementation, testing and maintenance. Research output is Development of the Timeline Reminder System Bot and Telegram Assistant Chatbot for the UNS Madiun Informatics Engineering D3 Study Program.
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INTRODUCTION

The activities of lecturers, students and educational staff at an institution often have complexities so that establishing a schedule of activities between the three requires mutual agreement. However, manual scheduling often leads to lots of questions, repetitive answers and unstructured conversations. Chatbots are only used on systems that have been determined by the developer, namely Telegram. Chatbots can only process questions asked by detecting the content of words that have been determined by the admin, not processing the meaning of the questions asked.

Reminder is a message that helps someone to remember something. Reminders can be more useful when contextual information is used to present information at the right time and in the right place. Reminders can be used in time management to provide warning alarms in the form of location, time-based notifications.
or contextual notes [1]. A timeline reminder is a feature or system that helps remind someone about predetermined events or tasks, usually using a predetermined time as a trigger to provide a reminder. It can be used in various applications, such as task management applications, calendars, and others. The function of the timeline reminder is to help users overcome the problem of forgetting or lack of efficiency in managing daily tasks and schedules[2]. Bot Timeline Reminder application, there are several applications that manage every need, namely synchronous and asynchronous requests. If there is an order that requires instant reply data after the data is sent, it means it will be processed via the Synchronous application. On the other hand, if the data sent requires a pause or schedule to execute it, the data goes to the Asynchronous application, namely through the Publisher application, which will then be processed by the Subscriber. The assistant chatbot runs on the HTTP API of the Telegram application, therefore the chatbot can only be accessed by users who have registered in the Telegram application. Technically, the bot application will authenticate via the installed middleware before continuing to execute data in the main bot application.

Chatbots have been known as an effective technology in providing information services and human-computer interaction. In order to achieve conversational goals effectively, chatbots must proactively provide appropriate responses or feedback to users and guide them to get the information they need by asking specific questions based on request criteria [3]. As is known, chatbots are one of the developments in creating machine-human conversation simulators [4]. Chatbot is also a computer program that is able to continue conversations and answer questions from human users [5]. The context of conversational services is developing into various fields, including services in the business and financial fields[6][7][8], tourism [9][10], communications, messaging services or social media[11], psychology, medicine, and education[12].

The first aim of the research is to develop a Bot Timeline Reminder application that can help lecturers at D3 Informatics Engineering remember and organize schedules of activities related to the study program. The second aim is to develop a Telegram Assistant Chatbot application that can help students find answers about lecture or study program needs and D3 Informatics Engineering in answering messages automatically. Related research is chatbots in education have been used to check students background habits through cognitive or affective empathic communication [13]. Other research related to the field of educational technology is the application of chatbots in courses at a university, with satisfactory results in helping students improve their academic achievement [14][15][16]. Students who have been able to use chatbots in some of their courses have discovered the benefits of using chatbots and requested that these chatbots be used in other aspects of their academic life[17]. The difference from previous research lies in the subject matter, for example, this research discusses academic services, while previous research is related to student learning taxonomies and course materials. Education 4.0 requires us to adapt to advances in information technology, namely chatbots with instant messaging services such as Telegram, WhatsApp. Chatbots can act as learning tutors. Chatbots can be categorized into two, namely task oriented [18] and non task oriented. Non-task oriented chatbots are intended to imitate the characteristics of unstructured conversations between humans and in open domains [19]. Chatbot maintenance by D3 Informatics Engineering can be as easy as managing FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) and updating spreadsheet type databases. However, university staff need to be convinced of its usefulness, and this can sometimes be an obstacle [20]. Although students do not provide information that can identify them in detail, they provide a variety of information that is considered pseudo-identification and can be used to identify the person in total. In the case study, chatbot development does not collect logs because Google DialogFlow stores logs for 400 days if logging is enabled. And these logs must remain enabled so that the chatbot can continue to learn so it is highly recommended to implement open source tools that allow greater privacy and control by the university over these types of logs [15]. Chatbots make it easier for students to handle university/study program administration issues, such as registering for training, exam schedules, their grades, and those related to their studies so that the pressure on study programs is reduced significantly[21].

2. METHOD

Business processes are a series of activities that form the application work flow and explain how application development will be built. The following is the business process or system flow in the Bot Timeline Reminder application and what interactions are in this application:
a) Admin can log in using the email and password created by the system.
b) Admin inputs information on activities to be carried out by the D3 Informatics Engineering study program such as event name, description, PIC and documents as required.
c) Admin sets event reminders by entering the time when the activity reminder will be sent to the person in charge of the activity concerned. Admins can also send event reminders manually through the system.
d) Admin can send massive messages to all staff or students who have registered in the application.
e) Admin can see activities on the application dashboard.
f) The system can send multiplatform messages with predefined platforms.
2.1 Assistant Chatbot

The research phases are divided into four sections: Problem, Designing, Data Processing, and Conclusion, in accordance with the order displayed in Figure 1 as follows.

a) The chatbot runs within the HTTP API of the Telegram application so the chatbot can be accessed via the Telegram application only.

b) The chatbot only responds to users whose data has been registered in the application database.

c) Users are provided with a dashboard for registration, verification and management of data registered in the application.

d) Users can interact with the chatbot with questions determined by the admin.

e) The admin can set the responses/answers that the chatbot will send to users who ask questions in the chatbot, the admin management dashboard becomes one in the admin dashboard of the Bot Timeline Reminder application.

2.2 Application Architecture

Application architecture is a view that describes how an application system is built and how its components interact with each other. Application architecture includes division of tasks, access levels, data flow, and interactions between components. In this point, we will explain the architectural design of the Timeline Reminder Bot application and also the Chatbot Assistant. If you look at it as a standalone application, the application architecture will be seen in Figure 1. The architecture is as follows.

Figure 1. Timeline reminder and chatbot architecture

The chatbot algorithm used to answer questions using tags has the goal of matching user questions with relevant answers. The flow of this algorithm can be illustrated with a flow image as in the image provided. First of all, the chatbot algorithm will receive questions from the user. This question will be processed to extract the tags or keywords contained in it. These tags will be used to search for relevant answers in the database provided by the admin. Every answer provided by the admin will be given relevant tags. For example, if the answer contains a general lecture schedule, then the relevant tags could be "public lecture schedule", "public lectures", and so on. These answers will be associated with their tags in the chatbot database.

When a question is received, the algorithm will analyze the question and extract the tags contained in it. For example, if the question contains the words "public lecture" and "schedule", then the relevant tags are "public lecture" and "schedule". Next, the algorithm will match the tags found in the question with the tags associated with the answers in the database. If there is more than one answer that has a tag that is relevant to the question, the algorithm will use the tag that appears most frequently in the question (frequently tag) as a reference for selecting the most relevant answer. Once the most relevant answer has been selected, the chatbot will provide the user with an answer based on that answer.

By using this algorithm, chatbots can provide more accurate and relevant responses to user questions. By connecting question tags with answer tags, the system can match questions with relevant answers based on the keywords contained in them. This allows the chatbot to provide answers that suit the user's needs more effectively.
System implementation is the stage for implementing the design that has been carried out on the system so that it is ready to operate. In this project, the total required is approximately 4 applications that run independently which will be explained in the points below. In making all these applications there are 2 communication methods for processing the data, namely Synchronous and Asynchronous (Event-Driven).

2.3 Synchronous Implementation

In this project, the implementation of the synchronous method is used for processes that often occur in applications in general, namely the application will process the data request desired by the user after the request command is issued, for example when we make a request to an application, for example a page that displays data, then when we open the page or click a button which will trigger the appearance of the data, meaning the process runs synchronously, meaning there is a user who requests the appearance of the data, the system will provide the data according to the request and it will be processed immediately after the request and will be sent after the data retrieval process is successful, while from the user's side he waits until the request data has finished processing before the data will appear.

2.4 Asynchronous (Event-Driven) Implementation

In the previous point, we discussed the implementation of the synchronous method used in this project. However, apart from synchronous methods, this project also applies asynchronous or event-driven methods to overcome several cases that require a different approach.

In an asynchronous implementation, the system will receive and process requests from users without having to wait for the results to be returned directly. This means the system will queue the request or set an event listener to capture the request, and then move on to handle the next request without having to wait for the results.

One example of using asynchronous methods is when an application must perform a task that requires a long time, such as contacting an external source that requires uncertain communication times, heavy processing, or other network operations. In such cases, using a synchronous method will make users have to wait a long time without any clear feedback.

In an asynchronous implementation, the system will receive a request from the user and start the processing task without waiting for the result. After the task has finished processing, the system will send feedback or a signal to the user that the process has been completed. This allows users to continue interacting with the application without having to wait for a long task to complete first.

In this project, asynchronous or event-driven methods are implemented using technologies such as message queues or pub/sub (publish-subscribe) systems. The user will make a request, and the system will put the request into a message queue or pub/sub system. After the task has finished processing, the system will send a message or event to the user to notify that the job is complete.

Asynchronous implementations provide greater flexibility in handling requests that take a long time, optimize resource usage, and improve application responsiveness. However, it should be noted that asynchronous use also requires good management to avoid problems such as message queues that are too long or unsuccessful message delivery.

In this project, asynchronous (event-driven) methods are used to handle certain cases where a fast response or handling of tasks that require a long time is required or a long process. The implementation involves the use of technology such as a message queue/message broker called a pub/sub system to ensure reliable message delivery and proper settings for handling asynchronous requests.

2.5 Databases

In this project, the MySQL database is used as a database management system (DBMS) to store and manage the data required by the application. MySQL is a popular DBMS and is often used in web application development. Implementing a MySQL database involves several important steps, including:

a) MySQL Installation: The first step is to install MySQL on the server or environment that will be used. After the installation is complete, the MySQL database server will be running and ready to use.

b) Database Schema Design: The next step is to design the database schema that will be used in this project. The database schema includes the tables that will be used, the columns in each table, as well as the
relationships and rules that govern between these tables. Database schema can be represented in the form of an ER (Entity-Relationship) diagram or in other formats.

c) Table Creation: After the database schema is determined, the next step is to create tables in the MySQL database according to the schema that has been designed. Each table will have columns that correspond to the attributes needed to store data.

d) Definition of Relationships and Keys: Next, you need to define the relationships between the tables in the database. This is done using the concept of foreign keys, where columns in one table refer to other columns in a different table. This definition of relationships and keys helps maintain data integrity and perform join operations between tables.

e) CRUD Operations: Once the tables are created, you can perform CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations on the data in the MySQL database. By using a query language such as SQL (Structured Query Language), you can perform operations - insert new data, select to read data, update to change data, and delete to delete data.

f) Database Connection: Applications that use a MySQL database need to connect to the database server to access and manipulate data. This involves setting up a connection to the database using a MySQL connector that corresponds to the programming language used in the application.

With a proper MySQL database implementation, you can store and manage data efficiently in this project. MySQL provides various features and capabilities that enable reliable data processing and scale to suit application needs.

2.6 Telegram chatbots

Telegram is a cloud-based instant messaging application that is free and available on iOs and Android mobile devices. Telegram is open-source with free chatbot hosting facilities and cross-platform [22]. Implementation of the Telegram chatbot begins with registering a bot account with the Telegram service provider. Permission to create bots can be registered via Bot Father. Bot Father is a service from Telegram for providing access rights and creating bot addresses. If the Telegram bot has been successfully created, a token to access and manage the chatbot will be available via the endpoint. Available bots can be searched for using the search bar on the main Telegram page by typing in the keywords for the bot's name.

So that the response given by the chatbot can be regulated, it can be controlled directly through the Golang program using the endpoint token provided by Telegram. This token is secret because with this bot token we can fully manage the registered chatbot. An additional library is needed, namely telegram-bot-api so that our Golang program can connect to registered bots. In the program we need to enter information in the form of the telegram bot token. From this token and connected to the bot's endpoint, we can capture every chat update given to the chatbot. From these chat updates, we can capture the contents of the chat, the sender and other information about the sender's account. This information can be processed according to subsequent needs. In this case the chatbot should be able to respond to questions asked via chat, provided that the questions or in this case we call tags have been registered in the database, so that the chatbot can respond as desired, it needs to create a function to match the questions asked with the database of answers provided. has been provided.

In this case, the chatbot will enter the registration data into the user database with pre-arranged message conditions. The registration requirements and what commands can trigger the bot to enter user data will be discussed in the next point regarding the restful api application endpoint. An example of an account registration message is as follows:

Figure 3. Telegram chatbot display
For user registration to be verified in the previous point, must be able to get the verification message which has been prepared through the specified portal. That way, the user is registered with the chatbot and can interact with roles that are automatically detected by the system as Students or Staff. So some branching of functions is needed so that messages sent via chatbot can be responded to according to the flow, namely when the user has not been verified, the user who sent the account registration command and the user who has been verified.

2.7 System Testing

System testing is an important stage in application development to ensure that the system being built functions well, complies with predetermined requirements, and can face various situations that may occur.

Message Broker Testing

In message broker testing, the main focus is to ensure that the communication system between components that use the message broker runs well. Some of the aspects tested in this test include:

1) Connection Testing

In connection testing, the system address of the message broker is needed. To use the RabbitMQ message broker, this address is usually on port 5672 by default, while for the admin page it is on port 15672. For testing this time we will focus on port 5672 because that is the port for creating events in RabbitMQ, testing is carried out by creating a unit test for connection testing and the test results that successfully connect to RabbitMQ look like the following:

2) Testing New Channel Creation

This test is to test whether we can create a new channel in RabbitMQ or not because this channel is very important for separation between queues when the Pub/Sub system is created. If these two tests are successful, the message broker can be used to create a new queue for the Event-Driven system.

3) Restful API Testing

Restful API testing is used to test whether the endpoint that has been created runs according to the desired flow or not. Endpoint testing can be done by creating an HTTP file and writing the test information manually or with a third-party application for the test. In this test I used a third-party application for testing, namely Postman with test results such as Chatbot Register Endpoint, Send Email Endpoint, Multiplatform Notification Endpoint and Scheduled Multiplatform Notification Endpoint. All endpoint tests above for each endpoint are functioning well so they can be integrated with the client application that will use the endpoint.

Website Testing

Website testing is carried out by testing the functional features created using test scenarios created. This test includes the web for Chatbot and also Timeline Reminder. The chatbot dashboard is a website for users, both students and lecturers, to register into the chatbot application and also to view the data registered in the chatbot.

Telegram Chatbot Testing

This test was carried out to ensure that the Telegram chatbot was connected to the system and could also answer chats from users whose answers had been set on the chatbot management website. There are several test cases carried out, namely tests when users have not yet registered, users who request registration/register an account and users who ask questions.

User Asks Questions

Testing is carried out for several cases, because for the process of answering questions from users using frequently tags, it is necessary to try when the question asked can contain more than one answer available in the database.

1) Preparation

Make 2 answers, the first answer is "final assignment hearing schedule" which has the tags "trial" and "trial schedule", the second answer is "This is the final assignment hearing schedule for July" which has the tags "trial", "trial schedule", "July session" and "July session schedule" and attached PDF documents. It can be seen from the two answers that they contain similar tags, namely the words trial and trial schedule.

2) Test send question 1
The first experiment sends a message containing 1 tag for each answer.

![Figure 4. Testing negative case](image1.png)

It can be seen from the image above that when there is a question "trial" which means the word contains the tag "trial" in both answers, and there are no other words following it, then the question is considered ambiguous by the chatbot because it can have 2 possible answers, therefore it will be answered incomplete messages by chatbot.

3) Test send question 2

The second attempt sent a message with the message "Give me the final assignment trial schedule" from this question there were 2 tags that were the same in the 2 answers, namely "trial" and "trial schedule", following were the test results:

![Figure 4. Testing positive case](image2.png)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

System testing using three tests, namely Massage Broker, restful API, website. Message broker testing, the main focus is to ensure that the communication system between components that use the message broker runs well. Some of the aspects tested in this test include connection and creation of new channels.

Restful API testing is used to test whether the endpoint that has been created runs according to the desired flow or not. Endpoint testing can be done by creating an HTTP file and writing down the test manual information or with a third-party application for the test. In this test I used a third-party application for testing, namely Postman with test results as follows: Endpoint Register Chatbot, Endpoint Send Email. Website testing is carried out by testing the functional features created using test scenarios created. This test includes the web for Chatbot and also Timeline Reminder.

4. CONCLUSION

From the three tests, the chatbot and timeline maker can run well using FAQs for study program activities. Chatbots and timeline reminders for study programs are very helpful in compiling documents used for accreditation. does not rule out the possibility of this system developing with the adoption of the latest information technology methods such as Machine Learning.

The method we use is the Waterfall system development method which will help us ensure that the applications we produce comply with the objectives and specifications set. In the future, we will develop this chatbot using Machine Learning, especially Tag Similarity. We are confident that the results of this research will provide benefits to the D3 Informatics Engineering study program and also to the author.
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